Pure facts

About us

Washing times (complete) with NORDIC DINO
compared with Manual cleaning.

Aviator is a Company that invented the Nordic
Dino aircraft washing 30 years ago and
continues to manufacture the product today.
In recent years there has been a significant
increase in interest from airlines investing in
this equipment and the Aviator has continued
to develop the product to meet increasing
market demands.

Why do you need
a clean aircraft?

Since its introduction around 100 units have
been built and sold to customers from all over
the world. These innovative washing robots
are working reliable, economically and above
all safely for both Commercial Airlines as well
as Military customers, continuing to deliver
excellent returns on investment year after year.

Benefits
Reduced man hours
Improved aircraft availability
Fuel savings due to lower aerodynamic drag
Reduced usage of water and detergent
Improved health and safety environment
Wireless control unit option available

NORDIC DINO II/777+/4380 will help get
the aircraft fleet in gleaming condition and keep it that way!

Aviator is a provider of passenger, ramp, cargo and
de-icing services with more than 3,800 employees
working at 24 stations in Denmark, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, and United Kingdom. In a separate Business
Section the unique aircraft washing robot Nordic Dino is
manufactured and marketed to the world-wide industry.

AVIATOR
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190 46 STOCKHOLM-ARLANDA
SWEDEN
+46 8 585 54 200
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www.aviator.eu

Presenting

NORDIC DINO 4380
NORDIC DINO 777+
NORDIC DINO II

There are many
good reasons.
The primary one is
of course safety but
a substantial part is
also image.
A sparkling clean aircraft projects a picture of efficiency,
safety and success. A dirty plane communicates the very
opposite.
However, even more important are tangible benefits of a
clean aircraft such as lower fuel consumption, extended
paint life and fewer corrosion issues.

This is how it works
NORDIC DINO is a computerised and self contained
system, purpose built for cleaning aircraft exteriors.
The system consists of a mobile power unit, spray
nozzles and rotating cleaning brushes. A lightweight
wireless remote control permits simple and safe one man
operation of the power unit and the cleaning brushes.
NORDIC DINO meets the requirements for washing
aircraft exteriors and incorporates safety features
designed to prevent accidental personal injury or aircraft
damage.

Which NORDIC DINO
is most suitable for
your aircraft?

The newest, NORDIC DINO 4380, is designed for washing wide bodied aircraft such as the A380. It has a three arm system
with a longer under arm and shorter top arm to reach over larger wing areas. The washing height exceeds 11 meters.
NORDIC DINO 777+ has been specially designed for
washing B777, A330 and B747, but works well on any
wide-bodied aircraft. It also has a three arm system and
can clean the top of B747 aircraft. The washing height is
11 meters.
NORDIC DINO II has been designed specifically for
narrow bodied aircraft such as B757 or B767. The washing
height is 8,5 meters.
NORDIC DINO II works perfectly in combination with
NORDIC DINO 777+ or NORDIC DINO 4380 on any wide
bodied aircraft.

